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Prenatal habituation is a simple form of prenatal learning, consisting in the decrement of the

response to a reiterated stimulus presented in the prenatal environment1. Responses learnt

prenatally are maintained after birth, even though the environment is different and the same

response can be suboptimal.

In contrast with non-associative theories of habituation2, previous findings have demonstrated

that newborn chicks can show context-specific habituation of the freezing response to a sudden

acoustic stimulation3, namely that habituation can be associative in nature4. In the present

experiment we addressed whether this associative form of habituation is present even prenatally.

Same context group: chicks exposed to the noise within the same running-wheel the day before

(session 1), showed a residual freezing response (long-term habituation) on session 2 .

Context change group: chicks exposed to the noise within the incubator during session 1,

exhibited a more intense freezing response on session 2, thus showing that habituation was at least

partially context specific.

Prenatal learning group: chicks exposed to the noise before hatching, showed the same pattern of

habituation of chicks in the Context change group.

Control group: chicks that were never exposed to the noise, showed the strongest freezing 

response on session 2. However, their response decreased within the same day (short-term 

habituation).

A hundred and twenty chicks (Gallus gallus) (M=58) were tested in two different days (session 1

and session 2) and the stimulation consisted of 2 acoustic sequences of five bursts of white

noise (250ms, 90dB), 1 hour apart, each day. Before hatching, eggs were randomized between

the following 4 groups: Same context group (n=30), included chicks always stimulated within

the running wheel; Context change group (n=30), consisted of chicks stimulated within the

incubator during session 1 and within the running wheel during session 2; Prenatal learning

group (n=30), included chicks stimulated in eggs during session 1 and within the running wheel

during session 2; Control group (n=30), comprised chicks only tested within the running wheel

in session 2.

Stops of the wheel-running behavior were scored as measure of chicks habituation in the first

session for the Same context group (Day 1) and in the second session for all other groups (Day

2).
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Newborn chicks’ habituation does not rely exclusively on the perception of stimulus similarity, i.e.

it is not merely non-associative, but also depends on the memory of the context where the

stimulus was originally encountered. A similar associative mechanism prevents maladaptive

recovery of a prenatal learned response when a change of the context is perceived, promoting

adaptive shift in response strategy during the first hours of life.
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